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Forecasting t:he Price of Corn 
on t:he Basis of Current: C rop Reports 
Erwin T. H1clorn 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This bulletin deals with the problem of price forecasting. Many 
economists assert that it is humanly impossible to forecast prices. 
The findings presented in this study show that prices are not ac-
cidents- -but the results of specific conditions and relationships. 
An analysis of these basic conditions will not merely give concrete, 
definite expression to the various factors affecting price trends, 
but will supply the groundwork upon which sound price forecasts 
may be developed. 
In view of the increasing tendency of the government to partici-
pate in the determination of prices, it is necessary to view the con-
clusions presented here in the light of governmental pricing poli-
cies. Clearly, whether market prices will be permitted to reflect 
the interplay of free market forces will depend in large part on 
whether legislation will be adapted to fit competitive conditions. 
At the present time, the objective of government pricing methods 
consists mainly of supporting prices of agricultural commodities 
through loans, purchases, payments, and other operations, if prices 
decline to the specified support levels. The conclusion seems rea-
sonable that in the face of government intervention in the field of 
pricing, the effects of such policies are not likely to affect unduly 
the operation of normal market forces . 
Now, as before, the success of commodity tr ading depends 
largely upon the ability to forecast changes in price trends; and 
this, in turn, necessitates to a considerable extent a proper evalu-
ation of the immediate and prospective demand and supply situa-
tion. The present study is intended to serve as an illustration of 
an approach to successful price forecasting and to indicate some 
of the limitations arising from the instability of our economy. 
Acknowled9111enta are due to Profuaor 0 . R. Johnson , Chai r11an of 
the Depar t ment of Agricultural Economies of the University of Mia· 
sourl. -.ho haa made thia study poeaible, and to Profeuor B. H. 
Fraae ~nd Mr. I. E . Chryat for their helpful auggestiono and erit· 
icia••· 
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II. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
It is the objective of this study to establish mathematically the 
relationship between the size of the United States corn crop and the 
December price of corn at Chicago, and to determine the accuracy 
of price estimates made on the basis of the corn crop forecasts re -
leased periodically by the United States Department of Agriculture. 
In this bulletin, the'period from 1920 onward is studied, although 
the statistical analysis is restricted to the years 1930 through 1940. 
This is mainly for the reason that in 1930 a statistically more reli-
able method was adopted by the U. S. Department of Agriculture in 
making crop forecasts during the growing season. This method 
uses graphic correlation technique in interpreting the reported con-
dition of the crop. "The development, about 1927, of simple graphic 
solutions for correlation problems provided the first practical 
means of forecasting yield from condition or other currently avail-
able data on a really satisfactory basis. " 11 
Data for the war years 1941-1945 are not included in the analy-
sis because conditions during that period were so abnormal that 
they would contribute little to an understanding of price determina-
tion under more normal conditions. A brief analysis of the data for 
the period 1946 -1948 is made; this period is so short, however, that 
the conclusions must be regarded as tentative. 
In this study of corn prices principal attention is given to the 
Chicago market. This is for the reason that Chicago is by far the 
most important and largest terminal market. In addition, more 
than ninety per cent of the futures trading in corn is normally done 
on the Chicago Board of Trade. It is felt that a study of corn prices 
at a leading market is more useful than a study of average farm 
prices. Corn is bought and sold in the Chicago market. for one, but 
there is no "United States average farm market." Contract market 
prices are, therefore, more concrete and tangible than farm prices; 
also they are more quickly and readily available in current reports 
a nd relate to one specific grade.11 
The common delivery and trading months upon which commodity 
exchanges base their futures contracts are December, May, July, 
and September. Of these, May and December are the most active 
delivery months. While the May corn price may be considered an 
"old- crop price", the December price is universally regarded as 
a "new-crop price", i.e., fluctuations in May corn prices are to a 
1The C r op and Liveatoclc Reporting Service of the United States . 
USDA. Miac. Pub. 171. 1933. p. 2 • • 2Generally apeaking. the price of corn at Chicago fluctuates with 
the United States farm price of corn. although normally at a 
slightly higher level. 
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great extent accounted for by variations in supplies of corn remain-
ing from the old crop, whereas corn prices in December are influ-
enced largely by the size of the new crop. Since we are primarily 
concerned with the relationship of corn prices to current forecasts 
of the production of corn--i.e., expected size of the new crop--the 
present analysis is restricted to a study of December prices. 
The Decembe,r price of Contract corn (spot, contract grade or 
better) is selected for analysis .L An average of the high and the 
low quotations is used which appears to correspond as closely, on 
the whole, to the average of all quotations as does any other read-
Uy available type of quotation (Table 1). 
TABLE 1. - High, Low, and Average Price o! Contract Corn (Spot)* at 
Chicago, during December, 1930 - 1940. 
Year High Low Average II 
(cents) (cents) (cents) 
1930 85 1/2 64 1/4 74 7/8 
1931 42 36 39 
1932 26 1/2 22 24 1/4 
1933 52 42 1/2 47 1/4 
1934 111 89 100 
1935 65 57 61 
1936 114 107 1/4 110 5/8 
1937 62 3/4 54 1/2 58 5/8 
1938 56 1/2 48 1/2 52 1/2 
1939 65 3/4 54 1/4 60 
1940 69 1/2 55 1/2 62 1/2 
*Contract grade or better. 
I Average or the high and low prices. 
, Source: MS{atistics •, Chicago Board ot Trade. 
Although December corn prices tend to be fairly closely in line 
with crop production, changes in the size of the corn crop do not ac-
count for all of the fluctuations in price. Normally, the price of 
corn shows a strong tendency to follow the trend in the price-level 
of other raw materials . Apparently part of the variation in the 
price of corn is caused by the same forces that bring about changes 
in the general commodity price level. These two factors appear to 
be the chief determinants of price. Among factors having some in-
fluence on the price of corn are the number and values of livestock 
(particularly hogs), the corn-hog ratio, the quality and distribution 
of the corn crop, and the production of other feeds. No considera-
tion is given to these minor factors in this study. 
1Thio deocription of the coaaodity io chooen, rather t han t he con-
ventional No. 3 Yellow, to repreoent the quality to which future• 
quotation• ap~ly. 
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The technique employed in deriving the price forecasts is the 
graphic correlation method. It must be recognized that forecasting 
on this basis alone has serious limitations. In particular, it does 
not take into consideration the various irregular or unmeasurable 
factors which tend to modify normal relationships existing between 
the price and its determinants. A statistical analysis, however, will 
give concrete, definite expression to such relationships and will thus 
serve as a fundamental basis on which to develop price estimates. 
Price forecasting must always be a matter of common sense judg-
ment, which is very materially a i ded by the knowledge of price-
making forces resulting from the quantitative analysis of the fac-
tors involved. 
lll. EFFECT OF CHANGES IN PRODUCTION 
AND DEMAND UPON PRICE 
In this section a brief analysis of the fundamental factors gov-
erning annual changes in the price of corn shall be made. 
As a cause of year-to-year price changes, the supply factor 
ranks most important. In a broad sense, the "supply" of corn con-
sists of the production of new corn p lus the stocks of old corn on 
farms and in the channels of trade (including government holdings) . 
In the present study, changes in existing stocks are neglected since 
we are concerned with the relationship of price to current forecasts 
of crop production rather than with the re lationship of price to sup-
ply in its broad sense. 
The demand for corn is a result of two forces: (1) the demand 
for agricultural and industrial products in general (general- demand), 
as from changes in national income; and (2) the demand for corn it-
self (specific demand) due, for instance, to changes in livestock 
numbers. In its effect upon the yearly variations in corn prices, 
t he influence of changes in general demand is of importance pri-
marily through its effect upon the general price level. Changes in 
the specific demand for corn as feed appear to be of secondary im-
portance when considered with other factors such as quality and 
distribution of the corn crop.if 
A. Changes in the Size of the Crop. - Figure 1 shows the 
trend in acreage, yield, and production of corn in the United States 
from 1930 - 1940 (Table 2). The top section of the figure shows 
that corn acreage does not change greatly from year to year. The 
greatest change from one year to the next occurred in 1934 when, 
as a result of extreme drought and th e AAA program, the acreage 
4 See Cox. R. W .. Factors Influ.:l'!cing Corn Prices, Minnesota Agr. 
Exp. Sta. Tech. Bul. 81. Sept .. 1931. 
Shepherd. G .. Annual Fl uctuations in the Price of Corn. Iowa 
Agr. Exp. Sta . Res. Bul. 164. June. 1933. 
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fig. 1--United States Acreage (harvested). Yield. Produc-
tion (all grain) of Corn. 1930-1940. 
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of corn harvested declined 13 per cent below the previous year. 
Ordinarily, corn acreage remains fairly constant. 
TABLE 2. - United States Acreage, Yield, Production of Corn, 
1930 - 1940. 
Acreage Yield Production 
Year Planted Harvested Per Acre Harvested All Corn 
Harvested As Grain 
(1,000 acres) (bu.) (1,000 bushels) 
1930 103,915 101,465 20.5 1. 757,297 2,080,130 
1931 109,364 106,866 24.1 2,229,903 2,575,927 
1932 113,024 110.577 26.5 2,578,685 2. 930,352 
1933 1()9,830 105,918 22.6 2, 104,725 2,397,593 
1934 100,563 92,193 15.7 1.1<46, 734 1,448,920 
1935 99,974 95,974 24.0 2,001,367 2,299,363 
1936 101,959 93,154 16.2 1,258,673 1,505.689 
1937 97,174 93,930 28.1 2,349,425 2,642,978 
1938 94,473 92,160 27.7 2,300,095 2,548, 753 
1939 91,639 88,279 29.2 2,341,602 2,580,985 
1940 88,692 86,429 28.4 2,206,882 2,457,146 
Source: "Agricultural Statistics•, 1947, USDA. 
The figur e shows that the chief reason for fluctuations in the 
size of the corn crop is yield per acre. The lower part of the graph 
shows the effect of the rather violent changes in yield--primarily 
due to changes in weather--and of the moderate changes in acreage 
upon the total production of corn. A calculation shows that fluctua-
tions in yields explain about 85 per cent of the a nnual changes in 
crop production, while changes in acreage account for about 15 per 
cent. 
The production of corn varies widely causing, in turn, wide var-
iations in price. Figure 2 shows the production-price relationship 
for corn from 1930 through 1940 (see Table 3);~ 
It will be observed that in years in which production was com-
paratively low, prices were relatively high, and vice versa; that is, 
an inverse relationship or correlation existed between production 
and price. The droughts of 1934 and 1936 stand out clearly with 
relatively high corn prices; also the very large production of 1932 
is reflected by extremely low prices for that year. The correlation 
coefficient is a significant -.918 indicating about 85 per cent of co-
variation between the two series of data (coefficient of determination 
5It will be noted that the December estimate of t he corn crop is 
used here and not the reviled figure. Obvio.11sly. the production 
factor can be no more accurate in ita price effect than the ac-
curacy of opinion regarding it. 
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or the percentage of cov:;~.riation taken as equal to the square of the 
correlation coefficient}. 
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Over the year-s 193 0 - 1940 the average production was 2295 
million bushels, and the average price 63 cents . On the average, 
when the United States production of corn was 10 per cent above 
this figure, the price of corn at Chicago was 17.7 per cent below 
the average. Conversely, when production was 10 per cent below 
normal, the price was 17.7 per cent above normal. 
In summary, changes in the price of corn from year to year 
are fundamentally attributable to variations in corn production. A 
change in corn supplies causes a more than proportionate change in 
the opposite direction of corn prices. Yearly changes in production, 
in turn, are traceable primarily to changes in yield per acre, due to 
fluctuations in weather. 
B. Changes in Demand. - Table 4 shows the degree to which 
changes in the price of corn are associated with changes in the all-
commodity price level(!:= +.731}. Evidently, the price of corn 
fluctuates much more violently than the price level, due partly to 
the sensitivity of corn prices to the forces making for price level 
changes and in part to the wide variations in crop production. Dur-
ing the period 1930 through 1940, the annual fluctuations in the in-
10 Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station 
dex of the price of corn averaged 45.1 points compared to an aver-
age annual change of 6 .4 points in the price level. 
TABLE 3. -December Estimate of the United States Corn Crop and 
Average Price of Contract Corn (Spot) at Chicago, in December, 
1920 - 1948. 
Year 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
December Estimate 
ot Corn Crop 
(1,000 bu.) 
3,232,367 
3,080,372 
2,890, 712 
3,054,395 
2,436,513 
2, 900,581 
2,645,031 
2, 786,288 
2,839,959 
2,622,189 
Average December 
Price of Corn 
(cents) 
78.1 
49.1 
73.5 
78.4 
124.3 
81.0 
74.5 
88.5 
86.0 
92.3 
1930 2,081,048 74.9 
1931 2,556,863 39.0 
1932 2,908,045 24.3 
1933 2,330,237 47.3 
1934 1,380, 718 100.0 
1935 2,202,852 61.0 
1936 1,524,317 110.6 
1937 2,644,995 58.6 
1938 2,542,238 52.5 
1939 2,619,137 60.0 
1940 2,449,200 62.5 
- - -- - ------ - ----- --- - -- ---- ---1946 3,287,927 137.8 
1947 2,400,952 262.9 
1948 3,650,548 146.0 
Source: "Crops and Markets", USDA. 
"Statistics•. Chicago Board of Trade . 
In the following, the net and gross influence of production and 
general demand upon price shall be determined by means of graphic 
correlation. For this purpose, two diagrams are made, one to show 
the influence of demand on price, and the other to show the influence 
of demand on price after the effect of production has been discounted. 
Finally, a third diagram is prepared to compare the actual price with 
the "calculated" price taking into account the combined effect of pro-
ducUon and demand. 
Figure 3 gives the result (Table Sj. Section A exhibits the in-
fluence of the size of the crop upon price, with corn prices plotted 
on the vertical axis and corn production on the hor~zontal. In the 
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absence of any reason for using a curved line, a straight line is 
drawn in, computed by the method of least squares, showing the 
TABLE 4. -Year-to-Year Changes in the Price of Corn and the All-
Commodity Price Level, December. Index, 1930 - 1940 = 100. 
Price of Corn Price Level 
Year December Year- to-year December Year-to-year 
IndeJC Change Index Change 
1930 11 9.3 104.1 
193 1 62.1 -57.2 89.7 -14.4 
1932 38.7 
-23.4 81.8 - 7.9 
1933 75.3 +36.6 92.5 +10. 7 
1934 1.59.3 +84.0 100.5 + 8.0 
1935 ·97.1 - 62.2 105.8 + 5.3 
1936 176.1 +79.0 110. 1 + 4.3 
1937 93.3 -82.8 106.8 
- 3 .3 
1938 83 .6 
- 9. 7 100.7 
- 6.1 
1939 95.6 +12.0 !03 .5 + 2.8 
1940 99.5 + 3 .9 !04.6 + 1.1 
1930-40 Av. 100.0 +45.1 100.0 + 6.4 
average relation between ·production and price. The degree of the · 
relationship is indicated by the closeness with which the dots lie 
TABLE 5. - United States Production of Corn. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics Index of All-Commodity Prices, Actual and 
Calculated December Prices of Corn at Chicago, 1930 - 1940. 
December Esti- B. L. S. Index Dec. Price Of Corn 
mate United All-Commodity At ChicaJ!O 
Year States Corn Prices, Dec. Actual Calculated 
Crop 1926 = 100 
(million bu.) (Index) (cents) (cents) 
1930 2,081 79.6 74.9 76.4 
1931 2,557 68.6 39.0 42.0 
1932 2,908 62.6 24.3 18.8 
1933 2,330 70.8 47.3 55.2 
1934 1,381 76.9 100.0 107.5 
1935 2,203 80.9 61.0 71.8 
1936 1,524 84.2 110.6 108.1 
1937 2,645 81.7 58.6 51.2 
·1938 2,542 77.0 52.5 51.4 
1939 2,619 79.2 60.0 49.9 
1940 2,449 80.0 62.5 58.9 
Source: "Crops and Markets", USDA. 
"Statistics", Chicago Bl>ard of Trade. 
U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
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a long this regression line. The rather narrow grouping of the dots 
around the line indicates that changes in the size of the crop pre-
dominantly explain changes in price (!: =. -·.918). The explanation 
is not complete, however. for the dots do not exactly fall on the re-
gression line . Evidently, after the influence of changes in crop 
size has been taken into account, a certain amount of residual fluc-
tuation in corn prices still has to be explained. Having eliminated 
most of the influence of production, the residual fluctuations can be 
expected to be largely the result of the influence of demand. 
In order to.determine the influence of general demand upon the 
price fluctuations not accounted for by changes in production, the 
residuals of Section A (equal to the vertical deviations of the dots 
from the regression line in Section A) are plotted against the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics index of all-commodity prices in December (1930 - 40 = lOO).f/ This is shpwn in Section B. The scatter-dia-
gram reveals a definite relation of the residuals from the regres-
s i on in Section A to the level of all-commodity prices. The positive 
relationship between the two variables indicates the tendency of the 
level of corn prices to follow the trend in all-commodity prices. 
To determine the degree to which changes in production and 
general demand explain annual price var iations, the price for each 
year is calculated from the regression lines in Section A and B and 
the values of the independent factors (production and general de-
mand) for the respective years. The r esult is shown in Section C 
of Figure 3. It will be noted that the estimated and actual prices 
correspond very closely which is an evidence of the completeness 
with which changes in corn prices were explained by these influ-
ences. The correlation coefficient for estimated and actual prices 
is +.973 indicating about 95 per cent of covariation. 
To summarize, the price of corn in December is determined 
chiefly by the size of the corn crop a.nd the general demand as re-
flected by the level of all pr ices. For the years 1930 through 1940, 
these two factors combined accounted for 95 per cent of the annual 
price changes, r being +.973. As a cause of annual price changes, 
the price level iiinuence definitely ranks second to that of production. 
IV. RELATION OF CURRENT CROP FORECASTS TO PRICE 
In the following, the relationship between current crop forecasts 
and the December price of corn shall be determined . 
Official forecasts of corn crop production (during the growing 
season) are issued each month from July until Novelnber by the Crop 
8The uae of o ther meaaures r ef lectinq chanqea in qeneral demand i a 
s uqgelted. e. q .. index of induo trial production. priceo of all 
farm comaoditiea, non-o9rieultural income. 
Year 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
i935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
TABLE 6. - Comparison of Forecasts and Estimates, United States Production ol all 
Corn, 1930 ·- 1940. 
July I August I September 1 October I November 1 December Revision 
Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Estimate After Census (Thous. bu.) (Thous. bu.) (Thous. bu.) (Thous. l)u,) (Thous. bu.) (Thous. bu.) (Thous. bu.) 
2,802,442 2, 211,823 1,982, 765 2,046,716 2,094,481 2,081,048 2,080,130 
2,967,953 2, 775,301 2, 715,357 2, 702,752 2,674,369 2,556,863 ·2; 575,927 
2,995,850 2,819, 794 2,854,307 2,884,682 2,920,689 2,908,045 2,930,352 
?,384,032 2,273,019 2,284, 799 2,291,398 2,289,544 2,330,237 2,397,593 
2,113,137 1,607,108 1,484,602 1,416, 772 1,371,527 1,380, 718 1,448,920 
2,044,601 2,272,147 2,183,755 2,213,319 2,211,268 2,202,852 2,299,363 
2,244,834 1,439,135 1,458,295 1,509,362 1,526,627 1,524,317 1,505,689 
2,571,851 2,658, 748 2,549,281 2,561,936 2,651,393 2,644,995 2,642,978 
2,482,102 2,566,221 2,454,526 2,459,316 2,480,958 2,542,238 2,548, 753 
2,570, 795 2,459,888 2,523,092 2,532,417 2,591,063 2,619,137 2,580,985 
2,415,998 2,248,246 2,297,186 2,352,185 2,433,523 2,449,200 2,457,146 
Source: ~crops and Markets", USDA. 
(Current data in: "Crop Production•, USDA.) 
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Reporting Service of the United States Departme.nt of Agriculture.ll 
These reports are made as of the first and released on or about the 
tenth of each month. In December an end-of-the-season survey is 
made based on harvesting returns. Generally, these December es-
timates are later revised on the basis of subsequent information and 
Census reports. 
Table 6 shows a comparison of the official forecasts and esti-
mates of the United States production of corn. Obviously, the crop 
forecast for a certain month may be above or below the preceding 
estimate, depending on the progress made during the month just 
past. The extent to which crop production can be predicted is defi-
nitely limited, but the reported condition of the crop serves as a 
fairly adequate basis for such a forecast. Naturally, the late-
season forecasts are usually more accurate than are early-season 
forecasts . The accuracy of crop forecasts made early in the season 
must therefore necessarily be judged by the crop prospects at that 
time rather than by the harvest 3 or 4 months later-- the main part 
of the corn in the United States being planted in May and June and 
harvested in October and November. Losses during the growing 
season may result from a severe drought such as occurred in July, 
1934, and 1936. On the other hand, presence of unusually favorable 
growing conditions may add several hundred thousand bushels to the 
corn crop. Such influences on crop production cannot be foreseen. 
However, the nearest approach to accuracy attainable is the goal of 
the Crop Reporting Service and improved methods of forecasting 
are employed as they are developed. During the last few years, 
studies of the relation of weather to yields and other objective meth-
ods have served to supplement the condition reports as a basis for 
making foreca.sts of crop production. These studies have increased 
the accuracy of the forecasts materially. 
The relationships of the forecasts and estimates of the United 
States corn crop, July through December, to the December price of 
corn at Chicago is shown in the form of scatter-diagram in Figure 
4. Quantities are plotted against corresponding prices and their 
average relationships represented by a straight line (line of esti-
mate) computed by the method of least squares. 
The purpose of this demonstration is the following: Since the 
price in the delivery month (in this study the December price) is 
7Eo t imates of the probable production of a crop made prior to bar· 
vest are called 'forecaoto • of crop production as distinquiohed 
from "eatimatea• made at harvest time or later. The proble• of 
forecastinq the December price of corn coneidered in thio bulle· 
t in may be divided into two phaoes--forecaotinq the production of 
corn and eati•ating t he price of corn on the ba&ia of theae crop 
forecaata. The aecond phase is diacuoaed here. 
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the mark at which the traders are aiming, it is of importance (1) to 
determine the specific relationships between the forecasts of the 
production of corn and the actual December price and thereby (2) to 
ascertain how early in the season it is feasible to make forecasts 
of' the December price on the basis ·of these crop forecasts. Gener-
ally, the relation between crop forecast and December price can be 
expected to improve as the delivery month is approached. On the 
other hand, it is desirable to make the price forecast as early in 
the season as possible. 
A. Relation of the July 1 Forecast to the December Price. -
Figure 4A shows the relationship between the December price of 
corn at Chicago and the July 1 forecast of the United States corn 
crop, the first official forecast of production during the growing 
season. There is a considerable amount of scatter about the line 
of average relationship. Unusual weather conditions in a number 
of years, particularly the drought years of 1934 and 1936, are chief-
ly responsible for this wide variation. 
Since the size of the corn crop has far more to do with corn 
prices than any other factor!-' it is important to consider the weath-
er in its relation to the size of the crop.J.J In the typical season, 
the outstanding features of the weather influencing the size of the 
new crop and the price of corn are the weather conditions (partic-
ularly rainfall and temperature) in July and early August. 
The July 1 forecast, therefore, is based on the condition of the 
corn crop prior to the "critical period" in the growing season. This 
results in a relatively poor relationship between the July 1 crop 
forecast and the December crop estimate, on the one hand, and be-
tween the July 1 crop report and the December price {r = -.642), on 
the other. Consequently, the July 1 forecast of the United States 
corn crop appears to be of little value as a basis of forecasting the 
December price of corn at Chicago. 
B. Relation ofthe August 1 Forecast to the December Price. -
Favorable weather conditions are more important in the production 
of a good corn crop during July than in any other month. As a re-
sult, the August 1 forecast of the corn crop normally is much more 
reliable than the July 1 report. It is reasonable to expect, there-
fore, that the average relationship between the August 1 crop fore-
•see 
'see 
Wallace. H. A. , 'Weather and Corn Prioea, • Corn and Corn Grow-
ing, John Wi ley, New York, 1947 , pp. 336-337, 372-379. 
e.g .. David, F. E .. and Harrell. G, D., Relation of Weather 
and Ita Dis tr ibu tion to Corn Yidda, USDA, Tech. Bul. 806, 
February, 1941. 
Jenkins, M. T., Influence of Clhate and leather on Growth 
of Corn, Cli•ate and Man, USDA Yearbook, 1941, pp. 308-320. 
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cast and the December price will be much closer than the average 
relationship between the July 1 forecast and the December price. F igure 4B shows the regression of the December price of corn 
at Chicago upon the August 1 forecast of the United States corn crop. During the years from 1930 to 1940, inclusive, the August 1 forecast more nearly indicated the true size of the corn crop at harvest in eight out of the eleven years than the July 1 forecast 
and the average deviation between crop forecast and the December 
estimate declined materially from 282 million bushels in the July forecast to 116 million bushels in the August forecast. Due to the 
considerably improved accuracy of the August 1 forecast, compared 
with the July 1 forecast, the coefficient of correlation between the August 1 crop forecast and the December price is a significant 
-.937, against -.642 in July. 
C. Relation of the Sept ember 1 Forecast to the December Price. - After August 20, the weather usually has very little sig-
nificance. For this reason the September 1 forecast of the corn 
crop generally comes rather close to the final estimate. ln fact, in no year was the margin of error between the September 1 figure 
and the December estimate in excess of 8 per cent, or about 170 
million bushels. 
A comparison of the August 1 and the September 1 forecast of the corn crop shows that the September 1 forecast more nearly in-dicated the size of the crop in 9 out of 11 years than the August 1 forecast and the average deviation declined from 116 to 89 million bushels. 
Figure 4C shows the relation of the September forecast of the United States corn crop to the December price of corn at Chicago. There is a high degree of correlation, the coefficient being -.951. D. Relation of the October 1 Forecast to the December Price. It is only rarely that frost in October causes any widespread dam-
age to corn. As a rule, most corn is sufficiently matured to with-
stand frost damage several weeks before killing frost actually 
comes. Hence the October 1 forecast in the past generally indicated the size of the corn crop rather accurately. Over the period of ob-
servation, the deviations of the October 1 forecast from the Decem-ber estimate exceeded 4 per cent in only one year {1931), the aver-
age deviation being 59 million bushels. Figure 4D shows the regres-
sion of the December price of corn at Chicago upon the October 1 forecast of the United States corn crop. The correlation coefficiel1t is almost the same as that of September (t = -.94.7, against -.951 in September). In other words, there is no significant change from the previous month. 
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E. Relation of the November 1 Forecast to the December 
Price. - Figure 4E shows the relation of the November 1 forecast 
of the United States corn crop to the December price of corn at 
Chicago. The picture is essentially the same as for the previous 
month. The correlation coefficient between price and the November 
1 crop forecast is -.925, compared to - .947 in October. 
Summary 
The above presentation of scatter-diagrams indicates tha t. as 
the growing season progresses the relation of the forecasts of the 
corn crop to the December price of corn becomes more clearly de,-
fined. The highest correlation is reached in September, the coef-
ficient for this month being - .951. In the succeeding months, the 
correlation coefficients decline gradually, but not significantly. W 
A time chart covering the period 1930 through 1940 could now 
be constructed in which the December prices estimated from the 
regression lines for the various months are plotted along with the 
actual prices. Such a comparison, however, would show nothing 
about the amount of the difference between the estimated and actual 
prices that is not already shown in Figure 4. Since the price esti-
mate s would be based on the regression lines derived from the crop 
forecasts and the actual December prices, the same correlation--
except for sign--can be expected between the actual and estimated 
prices, as exists between crop forecasts and actual prices. That 
is, the accuracy of the estimate of December prices depends upon 
the degree of relationship between crop forecasts and actual De-
cember prices; therefore, the deviation of the estimated prices from 
the actual December prices will •be the sam~ as the scatter of the 
dots about the regression lines. 
TABLE 7. -Coefficients of Correlation Between the Forecasts and Estimates of the United States Corn Crop and the Actual December 
Price of Corn at Chicago, 1930 - 1940. 
July 1 Crop Forecast ..... . ................ r • -.642 
August 1 Crop Forecast .... . ...... . ......... r • -.937 September 1 Crop Forecast . . ............... . r = -.951 October 1 Crop Forecast .. . ....... . ........ . r = - .947 
November 1 Crop Forecast .................. r • -.925 
December Crop Estimate ............•....... r • -.918 
Table 7 shows a comparison of the various correlation coeffi-
cients. Evidently, with the exception of the July 1 forecast, the re-
10The decline in the correlation coefficiente followinq Septe11ber 
oeema to indicate that the price in December is .Larqely estab-
lished with the September forecast of t he corn crop. inaomuch ao 
lat•r revisions of the crop forecaat are uaually of ainor impor· 
tcmee. 
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lation of the several crop reports to the December price is suffi -
ciently high to provide a reasonable basis from which to estimate 
December prices. 
V. FORECASTING THE DECEMBER PRICE OF CORN 
FOUR 1\IONTHS IN ADVANCE 
In the following, the tec hnique of forecasting the December 
price of corn on the basis of current c r op reports shall be investi-
gated. The August 1 crop forecast will serve as an example in 
this demonstration. 
Obviously, the only way to test our forecasting method is to 
assume that we are back, say, in 1932 and that in August of t hat 
and each succeeding year through 1940, forecasts of the December 
price shall be made on the basis of the information available at 
the time of the forecast. 
The first step is to estimate the influence of general demand. 
As shown previously (Sect ion III, B), the trend in corn prices tends 
to follow rather closely the trend· of all- commodity prices. A meth-
od must, therefore, be devised to allow for changes in the price lev-
el. One way of doing this is to base our calculations on corrected 
values (prices "deflated" by the price level index) and subsequently 
to adjust ("inflate") estimated prices to compensate for current 
price l evels . 
The practice of deflating prices has the short coming that it does 
not make allowance for the disparity in the rates at which corn pric-
e s and all-commodity prices rise or fall (compare Table 4). lll 
However, until the extent to which changes in general demand affect 
corn prices can be more accurately estimated, this procedure is 
probably the best. 
Due to the lag between the period covered and the r elease of the 
data, the July price level index is used in adjusting calculated val-
ues. In the absence of reliable forecasts of price level changes, W 
the accuracy of the adjustment must rest on the assumption that the 
price level will not change materially during the next four months. 
Shepherd, G. S., Agricultural Price Analysis, The Iowa State 
College Preaa, Ames, Iowa, 1941. pp. 252-282 . 
Craue. Er win. Forecast• of General Price Level. The American 
Economic Review, Vol. XXIV , No. 2, June, 1934, pp. 250-265. 
Dewey, E. R., and Dakin, E. F •. Cyclea, The Science of Pre-
diction , Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1947. 
Nouue , E. T. , Tb.e Ti11ing of Price Chanqea , Chap. X in ~ 
Nak: inq in aDe•ocracy. The Broolci nqs Inatitution. Waabington . 
19U . 
Pettee, E. W., Long - Term Commodity Price Forecast ing. 1850-
19 30, The Journal of Buaineaa of the Un i vers i ty of Chicago, 
Vol. I X, Noa. 2. 3, 4, April. Jul y, October, 1936. 
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This approach is entirely in line with current theory. Thus, dis-
cussing the problem of forecasting of price of agricultural commod-ities (after the crop is harvested), E.· C. BrattUI states: 
• ..• Although the principal factors determining price are known 
a,t harvest, one that is not known is business-cycle changes. Our forecasts of the business cycle are rather poor, and therefore any 
effect which changes in business conditions may have on the de-
mand for the product is largely unknown. For most products, the 
changes in business conditions are adequately shown, for this pur-pose, by the changes in the general average of wholesale prices . 
. • . Except in case of the most unusually rapid changes in cyclical 
conditions, the change in general wholesale prices will be rela-
tively slight In the period of a few months . Therefore, our ina-bility to forecast business - cycle changes does not prevent us from forecasting the price of agricultural commodities satisfactorily at 
most times ... • 
The next step is to forecast the influence of supply. As shown previously (Section Ill, A), price fluctuates widely from year to year in response to new estimates of production. In order to determine 
the effect of the size of c rop upon the price which i s likely to pre-
vail in December, the paired price- quantity figures for 1930 and 1931 Ul are plotted in a diagram and a line is fitted to the resulting points . The probable December price for 193 2, as derived from 
the August 1 crop forecast of that year, is then indicated by the point on the price axis which the forecast will locate when t he re-
gression line is used. 
By the same method, the forecast of price for the following year, 1933, is based on the price-supply relation from 1930 to 1932, in-
clusive. This process is continued, that is, new observations are 
added as time progresses and each forecast i s made according to 
the average relationship prevailing during the years prior to the 
time of the forecast. Thus, the price forecast for 1940 is based on 
the relationship prevailing over the 10-year period from 1930 to 193 9, inclusive. 
Table 8 shows how the forecast is derived, and Figure 5 dem-
onstrates how closely forecasted prices compare with the actual 
when this method is applied. It will be seen that for all years ex-
cept one (1938) the directional movement of estimated and actual price s is the same. The average deviation between actual and fore -
casted prices over the 9 years from 1932 through 1940 is 6.3 cents 
and the correlation coefficient between the two series is +.969. 
11Brat t, E. c.. The Forecaa ting of Agr icul tural-Com11odity Prices. Buaineaa Cyclu and Forecasting. Richard D. Irwin. Inc . • Chi-
cago. 1941. pp. 784 -788. 1
' For reaaona explained in Section VII of this bulletin. the years prior t o 1930 are not used in the correlat ion . 
TABLE 8. - Forecast of the December Price of Corn at Chicago Four Months in Advance. 
August 1 December December December "Deflated" Price July Adjusted Erx<or 
Year Crop Crop Price At Price December Calculated Price Price of 
Forecast E stimate Chicago Level Price From Level Forecast Forecast 
(3)+ (4) (1) (2) (5) (6) X (7) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Index Index 
mill. bu. mill. bu. cent s 1926 = 100 cents cents 1926= 100 cents cents 
1930 2,212 2,081 74.9 79.6 94.1 
----
---
---- ----1931 2, 775 2,557 39,0 68.6 56.9 
---- --- ---- ----
1932 2,820 2,908 24.3 62.6 38.8 36.4 64.5 23.5 - 0.8 
1933 2,273 2,330 47.3 70,8 66.8 79.6 68,9 54.8 + 7.5 
1934 1,607 1,381 100.0 76.9 130.0 119.4 74.8 89.3 -10.7 
1935 2,272 2,203 61.0 80.9 75.4 76.1 79,4 60.4 
- 0.6 
1936 1,439 1,524 110.6 84.2 131.4 126.4 80.5 101.8 - 8.8 
1937 2,659 2,645 58,6 81.7 71.7 51.1 87.9 4_4.9 - 13.7 
1938 2,566 2,542 52.5 77.0 68.2 61.2 78.8 48.2 - 4,3 
1939 2,460 2,619 60,0 79.2 75.8 68.5 75,4 51.6 
- 8.4 
!9'40* 2,248 2,449 62.5 80,0 78.1 82.7 77.7 64.3 + 1.8 
*Wo.r year s omitted because or abnormal conditions . . 
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Using the same general technique, the December price may be 
forecasted on the basis of the September 1, October 1, or Novem-
ber 1 crop forecasts and the corresponding price level figures. 
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In spite of the increased accuracy which these later crop re-
ports may provide in estimating price, it is desirable to have fore-
casts of price as early in the season as possible. This is particu-
larly impor tant in view of the fact that a s the delivery date ap-
proaches the spread between the price of the commodity in the fu-
tures market and the actual December price narrows. Thus, as 
the season advances, future quotations seem to become better price 
indicators of actual December prices than the forecast s developed 
on the basis of crop forecasts and price level. However, since De-
cember futures contracts are bought and sold on the basis of the 
TABLE 9. -Evaluation or the Forecast or the Dece~ber Price or Corn at Chicago. 
Forecasted Price of Corn Actual Trading Gain or Loss 
Year December For Dece'!'ber December Operation Per Bushel 
Price of Corn Delivery* Price of Corn I In Cents** 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Gain Loss 
1932 23.5 33.5 24.3 Sell ~.2 ----
1933 54.8 55.6 47.3 Sell 8.3 ----
1934 89.3 79.6 100.0 Buy 20.4 ----
1935 60.4 57.9 61.0 Buy 3.1 ----
1936 101.8 94.4 110.6 · Buy 16.2 ----
1937 44.9 67.1 58.6 Sell 8.5 ----
1938 48.2 48.2 52.5 ---- --- ----
1939 51.6 42.3 60.0 Buy 17.7 ----
19401# 64.3 55.9 62.5 Buy 6.6 ----
1930-40 Total Net Gal_n Per Bushel Bought or Sold: 90.0 cents 
*Average of the high and low quotations for the five days following the release of the August 1 forecast. 
N Average of the high and low prices of Contract corn (spot), at Chicago during December. 
**Represents the difference between (2) and (3). 
1111 War years pmitt.:,d because of abnormal conditions. 
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price quotations of the December future, our forecasts can only be 
of practical value in deciding whether to buy or to sell, if they fore-
cast actual December prices more accurately than the futures 
prices. 
VI. EVALUATION OF THE FORECAST OF THE 
.DECEMB~R PRICE OF CORN 
As the price forecasts of this study are quantitative in nature, 
their effectiveness can be ascertained simply by comparing the re-
lationship between forecasted prices and actual prices to the rela-
tionship between futures prices and actual prices. 
Figure 5 shows a comparis on of actual, forecasted, and futures 
prices. The Figure shows that forecasted prices a r e closer to the 
actual prices in all years except one (1938) in which the forecasted 
December price and the price of the December future are the same. 
In order to determine the practical value of the forecast, the 
relationship between forecasted prices and price quotations in the 
futures market is used as a basis for buying and selling futures 
contracts: futures contracts are bought when futures quotations 
are below forecasted prices, and contracts are sold when futures 
prices are above calculated prices. 
A tabulation of the success of this price forecas ting technique, 
tested on this basis, is given in Table 9. It will be seen that with 
an annual trading volume of 100,000 bushels a to tal net gain of 
$ 90,000 is realized over the nine years from 1932 through 1940, dis-
regarding commission and other charges. 
From a practical viewpoint it is fully appreciated that the actual 
results for a given year are likely to deviate somewhat from the 
forecast. A more conservative forecast would, therefore, assume 
a "range of error• . Accordingly, if the forecasted price comes very 
close to the future price in a ny one year it would not seem advis-
able to base the future transa ction merely on the e xistence of a 
slight deviation between forecasted and future price. 
In actual practice, of course, many refinements on the technique 
may be required and allowance made for such factors as carry-over, 
government purchases, foreign shipments, business conditions, and 
support prices. 
However, the above demonstration may suffice to show that an 
accurate evaluation of the basic demand-and-supply conditions can 
be obtained with simple methods which, if prope i-ly applied, can 
furnish an effective standard by which current tendencies can be 
tested and on which reasoned expectations can be based. 
In summary, the technique outlined above fu r nishes a sound 
basis for a well-formed judgment regarding prospective price de-
velopments. Prices in the grain futures market conform in the long 
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run closely to fundamental demand- and-supply conditions. However, 
until changes in basic demand-and-supply conditions are properly 
discounted in the market, prices may be substantially above or be-
low those justified by the fundamental conditions . Generally, the 
accuracy of prices of futures contracts a s a forecast of prices at 
date of maturity "varies inversely with the length of the period of 
maturity, so that prices of futures contracts cannot be relied upon 
to indicate even fairly accurately the prices that will prevail sev-
eral weeks in the future . .. w 
Therefore, a correct and ear ly evaluation of immediate and pro-
spective demand-and- supply conditions pffers the trader real op-
portunities, enabling him to be ahead of the crowd, to turn bearish 
before the readjustment sets· in and to become bulli sh while mar-
kets still afford opportunities for buying at favorable prices . 
vn. SHIFTS IN THE PRICE-QUANTITY SCHEDULE 
It should be recognized that the price estimates of this study 
are based on "normal" relationships between the size of the cr op 
and price, with some additional consideration given to changes in 
general demand. This means that the forecasts are estimations of 
prices assuming relatively stable levels of economic activity and 
general prices. 
Occasionally, however, the levels of business act ivity and gen-
eral prices change suddenly and violently and abnormal conditions 
arise which may not merely exert an undue Wluence upon the nor-
mal price-quantity relationship but even shift the entire price struc-
ture (demand schedule) to new l evels . 
This fact is seen from an examination of Figure 6 showing corn 
price-production relationships for the period 1920 through 1948, 
omitting the war years 1941-45 (Table 3) . 
Corn prices during the 1930's generally appear on a lower plane 
relative to production than during the twenty's. The transition year 
was 1930. From December, 1929, to December, 1930, production 
and prices simultaneously declined about 20 per cent . Thereafter, 
the price-production relationship continued on a definitely lower 
level. It should be noted that this lowering in the level of corn 
prices is apparent e ven when corn prices are "corrected" for 
changes in the price level. W 
1 ~ . D. Howell. Analysis of Hedging and Other Operationa in Crain 
Futures. USDA. Tech . Bul. 971, Auguat. 1948. p. 58. 
See H. Working. Quota tions on Commodi t y Futures a s Price Fore-
casts , Econo~etrica, Vol. 10. No. 1 , January. 194 2. 16see Hoffman. C. II'.. Grain Pr ieee and the Future s Market. A 15-
Year Survey. 1923-1938. USDA Tech. Bul. 7 47. January. 194 1. 
pp . 18-23. •. • . which suggea ts that these b r oader fac t ora (the onset of t he depre ssion in 1930 lfi th the lowerin g of 
all-c ommodity pricea) should be g iven greate r weigh t than 
was accomplished by deflating corn pricea. • p. 20. 
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27 
Regarding the cause of this shift in the level of corn prices, 
Hoffman (p. 20-23) states: 
"It is difficult to evaluate or even enumerate the forces caus-
ing this genera1 lowering of corn prices after 1929. Shepherd has 
shown that !or the years 1899-1915 annual corn supplies and pri-
ces had a gradual upward trend but that following the war their 
trend shifted to a definitely lower level.lll This lowering and 
leveling of the trends in corn production and prices occurred at 
a time when business activity and the general pric,e level also 
decl!ned:w With the onset of the depression in 1930 with lower-
ing all-commodity prices, corn prices again moved to lower lev-
e ls . .. " 
• ... . The drop in the price of corn suggests a decline in de-
mand for the years beginning 1930. This seems to be borne out 
17Shepherd, G .. Annual Fluctuations in the Price of Corn. Iowa Agr. 
Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 164, Ames, Iowa, June, 1933. 
18Sbepherd, G., Agricultural Price Ana l yah. p. 242 , also noted t hat 
•for nearly a decade after ll'orld War 1--fr o~a 1921 to 1929--the 
general demand for agricultural products was fairl y constcmt. 
From 1929 on, however, the demand became unstable. shifting do wn 
and up with depression and recovery. recession, etc~"' 
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by the fact that no larger amounts o! the products of grains (main-
ly meats) were bought in response to lowered prices .... Further-
more, wheat red on farms increased during 1930-33 about 100 mil-
lion bushels over previous years and to a limited extent this may 
have contributed to a lower corn-price level .... To some extent 
also foreign tariffs on pork products beginning in 1930 appear to 
have been a factor ... • 
During the World War II and the immediate post-war period 
with rapidly expanding economic a ctivity and sharply rising level 
of all-commodity prices, corn prices again moved to higher levels. 
This is. shown in Figure 6 by .the position of the years from 1946 to 
1948, inclusive (Period C).l11 This period is so short, however, 
that it cannot yet be definitely ascertained whether the new plane 
of the price-production relationship has been established or whether 
it is still in a transitional stage. This will be possible as more in-
formation becomes available and as the pattern of the post-war 
economy emerges more clearly. 
Shifts in price-supply schedules may arise at any time. It is 
necessary, therefore, to be alert to those factors which may cause 
severe or abrupt deviations from the past. Previous experience 
may be of help in establishing "patterns of· reaction". It has been 
proven that even substantial shifts in trend movements can at times 
be anticipated in so far as they "cast their shadows before them" . 
First of all, however, the pattern of past performance must be 
understood to properly evaluate future trends. Past performance 
alone is not a sufficient base from which to judge the course of 
future events. It does, however, represent past experience, a.nd 
past experience is one of the few factual bases available in fore-
casting work. 
VDI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSiONS 
1. The purpose of this study is to investigate the possibility 
of forecasting the December price of corn at Chicago on the basis 
of ·current forecast s and estimates of the United States corn crop 
released by the United States Department of Agriculture. 
2. Changes in the December price of corn from year to year 
are fundamentally attributable to variations in corn crop produc-
tion. A ~e in crop size causes a more than proportionate change 
ltln order to permit a comparison of the elope of the rec;reaalon 
linea (demand elaaticities). Figures· i a drawn to a ratio acale. 
It may be noted that although the level of corn prices haa ahifted 
a number of Umea in the past. the chan gee in slope have never 
been significant (Period A. -1,94: Period B. -1. 77:" Period C. 
-1. 79). It 111uat be realized ihowever. th.at the slop~ of the line. 
of eatiaate of Period C depend• only on one year, 1947. and that 
aore yeara are needed before a definite conclusion ccm be draWD. 
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in the opposite direction of corn prices. Yearly changes in produc-
tion, in turn, are traceable primarily to variations in yield per acre, 
due to fluctuations in weather. 
3. Changes in the size of the corn crop do not account for all 
of the fluctuations in price. Normally, the price of corn is influ-
enced by changes in general demand as reflected by changes in the 
level of all-commodity prices. However, as a cause of annual price 
changes, the price level influence definitely ranks second to that of 
production. About four-fifths of the annual price changes can be ac-
counted for by changes in crop production, the correlation coeffi-
cient being -.918. 
4. The size of the crop and the general price level appear to 
be the primary determinants of price. For the years from 1930 
through 1940, the correlation coefficient between actual December 
prices and prices calculated from these two factors is+.973. 
5. Official forecasts of corn crop production during the grow-
ing season are issuec;l each month from July through November by 
the Crop Reporting Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
The correlation coefficients between these crop forecasts and De-
cember P.rices are the following: July, -.642; August. -.937; Sep-
tember, -.951; October, -.947; November, -.925. In the light of 
these figures it appears that, with the exception of the July crop 
forecast, these crop reports provide adequate bases from which to 
determine the probable December price. 
6. A four-month forecast of the December price of corn at 
Chicago is made on the basis of the August forecas t of the corn 
crop and the July index of the general level of all-commodity prices . 
Forecasted and actual prices correspond very closely, and in all 
years except one their directional movements coincide. The aver-
age deviation between forecasted and actual prices is 6.3 cents and 
the correlation coefficient between the two series is +.969. 
7. In order to determine the effectiveness of the price fore-
casts, the relationship between forecasted prices and price quota-
tions in the futures market is used as a basis in buying and selling 
futurP.s contracts: Contracts are bought when the analysis indicates 
that future prices are below those justified by the basic demand-
and-supply conditions, and contracts are sold when future prices 
are above indicated prices. 
8. A tabulation of the success of market trading on this basis 
shows that with a trading volume of 100,000 bushels a total net gain 
of $90,000 is realized over the nine years from 1932 through 1940, 
disregarding commission and other charges. 
9. It is pointed out that the price forecasts of this study are 
based on "normal" relationships between the size of the crop and 
price, with some consideration given to changes in general de-
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mand. Occasionally, however, the levels of economic activity and general prices change suddenly and violently and abnormal condi-
tions arise which may not merely exert undue influence upon nor-
mal price-quantity relationships but even shift the entire price 
structure to new levels. Such disruptions constitute the chief limi-tation to price forecasting. 
10. Price forecasting must always be a matter of common-
sense judgment, which is materially aided by the knowledge of price-
mal<ing forces resulting from a quantitative analysis of the factors involved. The present study outlines a method which furnishes 
concrete, definite expression to such relationships and thus serves 
as a basis upon which sound and successful price forecasts may be developed. 
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